Have you ever thought about management consulting as a job entry? Our event will either encourage you to do so or show you additional possibilities of how you can successfully apply your background in sciences, technology, mathematics or engineering to actively shape the energy transformation.

Mobility concerns us all and is one of the big questions of the energy transformation.

In Berlin we are at the heart of innovation and give you the opportunity to discuss future-oriented energy solutions with our experienced consultants and experts from the industry, meet potential colleagues and expand your skills set with relevant consulting skills.

Your opportunities in a nutshell:
• Find out whether strategy consulting can be your next professional passion
• Connect with inspiring people from the energy industry and broaden your network
• Explore the place-to-be for energy enthusiasts in Berlin – the EUREF Campus in Schöneberg
• Ask all your burning questions during an enjoyable afterwork experience in Berlin’s night life

Apply online with your full application dossier (CV, transcripts and references) until March 29, 2020.